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Glass

Bottle

13
HAHN PINOT GRIS – CENTRAL COAST, CA
42
Golden in color reflecting aromas of pear, citrus, river stones and freshly mown hay; a thick viscous mouthfeel is
accompanied by flavors of tropical fruits finishing with bright acidity.

10
CHATEAU GABARON BORDEAUX BLANC – BORDEAUX, FRANCE
39
Ripe exotic fruit and yellow flowers with a touch of citrus entice you to take a sip; bright grapefruit and lemon
caress the palate. The finish reveals a trace of minerality joined by inviting brisk acidity.
11
40
PROVENANCE SAUVIGNON BLANC- RUTHERFORD, CA
Lively fruit expression! Key lime, passion fruit, melon and nectarine flavors are prominent, juicy and fleshy on the
palate with great intensity, vivid acidity, terrific focus and clarity define the finish. Great for the summer.
MARCI’S RESERVE CHARDONNAY -CA
12
N/A
We selected the grapes when ripe and bursting with flavor to fashion a Chardonnay in a rich, bold, and luscious style.
Marci’s Reserve has a unique creaminess that flourishes with stone fruit and kissed by delicate lemon notes; lovely
long vanilla finish makes it irresistible.

11
THE DOT AUSTRIAN APPLE GRUNER VELTLINER – AUSTRIA
40
Ripe, juicy pear notes emanate from the glass, there is also a friendly tinge of yeast. The palate does both notions
complete justice, delivering a refreshing but supple, peppery mouthful with a lovely long finish.
J. MARC BROCARD BOURGOGNE BLANC – BURGUNDY, FRANCE
15
55
Clean, fresh aromas of citrus peel, green apple, flint and seashell pull you in for a sip. Vibrant, magnificent density;
charming fruit and wet stone flavors linger in this precise non-oaked Chardonnay.

11
40
NEBOA ALBARINO - RIAS BAXIAS, SPAIN
From an extraordinary plot with 75- year- old vines on slate soils gives rise to a fresh expression of Albariño lending
an intense mineral streak through the wine. A floral, blossomy nose with peach and apricot aromas carry through on
the palate with taut structure, complex fresh fruit, understated mid-palate weight and an impressive finish.
*CARPENE MALVOTTI PROSECCO BRUT
*CARPENE MALVOTTI PROSECCO ROSÉ

REDS

9
10

LA CAPRA LOCA TEMPRANILLO – RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN
12
50
Made from 25-45-year-old vines of Tempranillo aged for six months in Hungarian and American oak, this
wonderful summer wine is full of personality; bright cherry flavors and a trace of earthiness precede a
subtle toasty mid palate joined by round tannins.
AUSTERITY PINOT NOIR – MONTERREY, CA
12
This elegant and opulent Pinot features aromas of cranberries and graham cracker with earthy overtones.
The palate reveals ripe red fruit flavors complemented by balanced tannins and a long, lingering finish.

50

ANDES HIGH NOTE RED BLEND – MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
10
39
Intensely aromatic, with traces of ripe, sweet plum and blackberry notes from the Malbec are joined in perfect
harmony with the spice from the Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah. Barrel aging provides further complexity with
delicate oak and vanilla flavors.
MARIETTA CELLARS “ROMAN” RED BLEND – SONOMA, CA
15
55
Old vine Zinfandel blended with 11% Petite Sirah and 5% Barbera. Floral cedary aromas and big berry-soaked
flavors come together on a smooth but appropriately tannic texture as this full-bodied wine drenches the palate
with blackberry and boysenberry richness. Powerful and complex

13
47
ROBERT HALL CABERNET SAUVIGNON- PASO ROBLES, CA
The intense dark ruby red color of the Cabernet Sauvignon is reflective of this full-bodied, flavorful wine.
The core of black currant with hints of cedar and spice along with cocoa aromas echoed by rich persistent
flavors of plush ripe fruit, dark chocolate and anise are all supported by balanced rich velvety tannins.
.
GLENBROOK CABERNET SAUVIGNON - CALIFORNIA
39
10
This Silver Medal winner at the San Francisco Chronicle Wine Competition presents beautifully in your glass
with its rich aromas of berries and a light touch of cedar. Enjoy the medium bodied flavor that graces your
palate with hints of oak and delicious sun ripened fruit.
PRODIGO NERO D’AVOLA – SICILY, ITALY
10
39
Made from partially dried grapes and aged in oak for five month this full-bodied wine offers a slightly spicy bouquet,
and notes of dried figs and ripe fruits; the palate is rich with flavors reminiscent of blackberry jam, plum, pepper and
cedar. A powerful wine with a long palate evolution and a velvety lingering finish.
wine bottles from retail consumed at the bar must be $25 or higher
*excluded from all wine promotions and specials

